Exploratorium of Energy
Part 2: The Pillar of Light
Presented by Mary Note Law
With Loving Support from Reverend Michael Rogers
Receive Healing Transmissions While Building the Energetic
Pillar of Light
In this next installment of the Exploratorium of Energy Series, you
will be offered two complimentary experiences. Each week, you’ll
bask in Lovingly delivered Divine Frequencies for Healing, and
you will be guided in integrating these energies through focusing
your awareness systematically on your own energetic structure
known as The Pillar of Light.
When you place you awareness within your energetic structure,
your access to that element of your energetic anatomy increases.
The Pillar of Light construction process is about placing your
awareness within the structures contained within the Pillar~ your
Head Center, Heart Center, Belly Center, and the energy centers
8-12” above and below the body— your Soul Star and your Earth
Star. Each center has its own qualities that support your intuitive,
Divinely Guided path of living, and when developed as a set, the
Pillar as a whole helps you to flow, process and incorporate
beneficial energies in a potent way.

Each week we will explore one of these energy centers. I will then
transmit a healing frequency for you to enjoy. Following this, I will
guide you in a Pillar of Light meditation in which you can
systematically attune your awareness to the energy centers of the
Pillar of Light. During the meditation, you will be working with your
Higher Self and with Light Beings to incorporate and more richly
benefit from the healing energies that you have just received.
Each week, we will emphasize a different energy center, and the
healing frequency or frequencies that I offer will be matched with
the qualities of the energy center of the week. A brief description
of the Energy Centers and the Healing Frequencies follows:
Week 1: The Head Center: This center includes the chakras of
the head~ the third eye, crown and ears. Building this center
supports you in tuning in to inner vision and hearing, can improve
your Intuitive Awareness, and helps you to more clearly receive,
process, and transmit Divine Energies, Guidance and Information.
Healing Frequency: Arcturian Brain Balancing~ This
complex of frequencies addresses brain structures, chemistry,
and neurology to support your capacity to function optimally and
in a state of equanimity, or centered Peace.

Week 2: The Heart Center: This center includes the Heart and
Solar Plexus chakras, with which we process Love~ for & from
ourselves, others, and The Divine. Bodily areas impacted by this
center include the heart and lungs, breasts, shoulders and ribs,
thymus and lymph nodes.
Healing Frequency: ChristLight Divine Love Immersion. This
frequency is best experienced through a guided meditation, so
that you can bask in the Love that the Divine has for you. As I
guide you, I’ll also be streaming this frequency, that you may
savor your own experience and the transmission as well. This
process helps to clear the Heart Center of obstructions to giving
and receiving Love, and, as the Powerful Love of the Divine
courses through your system, it frees you to flow Love more richly
into all areas of your Life.
Week 3: The Belly Center: This center is an access portal to
your Inner Wisdom and Creativity. It is also a “power up” center,
that can fuel your energy system and offer you increased physical
vitality. The lower chakras, root and sacral, are contained within
the center, and as such it is associated with feelings of safety,
belongingness, prosperity, stability, creativity and pro-creativity.

Healing Frequencies: Arcturian Metatronic Causal (Karmic)
Device Frequency; Arcturian Wealth Frequency; ChristLight
Divine Fire for Creativity (Fire in the Belly.)
This transmission will contain an array of frequencies to help
clear your system of Karmic disruptions to living in Peace, and to
activate and usher energies of creativity and security.
Week 4: The Soul Star: This first energy center above the head
is a significant portal for communing with your own Beautiful Soul,
for calling forth higher frequencies of Divine Light & Information,
and for communing with Higher Beings.
Healing Frequency: Arcturian Metatronic Spiritual Device.
This frequency, that comes via both Archangel Metatron and the
Arcturians, clears your Spiritual Body of energetic contracts,
vows, and other disruptions to your receiving the Blessings,
Guidance, and Support of your own beautiful Soul.
Week 5: Earth Star: This first energy center below the body is
anchored in the Earth, and is invaluable in helping you to bring
the high frequency energies and information that you receive into
service at the level through which you live— physically and
consciously, here on the Earth, in 3-D Reality.

Healing Frequencies: Arcturian Repatterning of Cells &
Arcturian Regeneration of Cells. We are focusing this week on the
physical realm, and this pair of frequencies work together to bring
healing to the physical body.
LOGISTICS:
This class will meet via Zoom, on Thursday evenings.
*We will not meet on Thanksgiving.*
Host: The Center for Conscious Living
Dates: November 11 & 18, December 2, 9 & 16, 2021.
Time: 7-9:30pm EST; 4-6:30pm PST; 2-4:30pm HI
Investment: $150
To register:
Online: https://newthoughtccl.org/conscious-educationVia Phone: Contact The Center for Conscious Living
at (856) 722-5683
For Venmo payments please indicate Pillar of Light in comments:
Venmo: @center for conscious living moorestown

Please Note: Before working with energy centers above and
below the body, For Your Physical Comfort & Well-Being, it is
important to first work with the energy centers within the body. For
this reason I ask that you enroll in this class only if you have prior
experience working with your 7 basic chakras that run through the
central column within the body: The root/base chakra; the sacral/
belly chakra; the solar plexus chakra; the heart chakra; the throat
chakra; the third eye chakra and the crown chakra. Thank you.
All classes are recorded; audio recordings and pdf illustrations
provided.
I retain the right to all recordings and may use them to offer as
recorded trainings in the future. Your enrollment indicates your
consent to be included in these recordings. No last names or
video are included in recordings.
Let’s continue to enjoy this great landscape for Exploration~ your
own magnificent subtle energy system!

